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The effect of stator clocking on the acoustic noise generation character-
istics in an axial high-pressure compressor is analysed. A realistic geome-
try with one-and-a-half stages is assessed using high fidelity and low-order
numerical methods for different clocking positions at approach operating
conditions. The compressor efficiency and the acoustic noise emission is
found to vary insignificantly between the simulated clocking configurations.
Nonetheless, the pressure distribution is altered significantly right upstream
of the inlet guide vanes. Although the cut-on modes exhibit at least 10 dB
higher amplitudes, the cut-off modes contribute decisively to the wave pat-
tern in the near field. Optimal acoustic liner design can expand on the
differently evolving interference pattern of acoustic waves at discrete fre-
quencies. The low-order model is found to predict the directionality of the
acoustic waves and the cut-on criteria for the individual modes in excellent
agreement with the high fidelity simulations. However, the phase cannot be
estimated due to the simplicity of the low-order formulation.
I. Introduction
The demand for high thrust on future turbofan engines implies high rotational shaftspeeds. The resultant high flow velocities give rise to noise sources at the compressor
blade tips with tonal characteristics. This discrete frequency noise is considered to be partic-
ularly annoying.1,2 Consequently, reduction of tonal compressor noise is required, especially
at near ground operating conditions, i.e. during take-off and approach. This calls for novel
design approaches to further reduce acoustic noise pollution.
Rotor and stator interaction triggers tonal noise, where two sources are predominant;3
(viscous) wake interception and (inviscid) potential flow unsteadiness. The latter is caused
by the blockage of blades, which affects the pressure field. Acoustic waves are emitted with
mutual reaction of the rotating blade pressure distribution. As indicated in Fig. 1, the wakes
of the upstream blades give rise to a fluctuating downwash at the impeding blade. Hence,
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Figure 1. Stage geometry and stator clocking configurations (indicated in colour code) along with typical
instantaneous wake dispersion pattern.
the blade loading is unsteady and generates acoustic noise. The comparative importance of
these two mechanisms is governed by the gap extent between blade rows.4
These two acoustic wave generation mechanisms couple to tonal modes related to mul-
tiples of the Blade Passing Frequency (BPF). With dissimilar numbers of stator and rotor
blades, the disturbance interaction and hence the noise generation exhibits a certain phase
shift causing circumferentially distorted modes. Tyler and Sofrin5 derived a formulation to
predict the excited circumferential modes, mθ, on a single stage; mθ = nNR + νNS, where
NR and Ns are the counts of rotor and stator blades, respectively. The order of harmonic, n,
and ν are integers. Low mode numbers, with small circumferential wave distortion, dominate
the tonal noise in the far field. Contrary, high mode numbers are likely to be cut-off and do
not radiate into the far field. Hence, optimal blade counts can be determined for acoustic
noise reduction using this strategy.
These circumferential modes can be affected in a multistage setup. Copeland et al.6
showed experimentally that adding a downstream stator to a stator/rotor configuration can
result in lower sound pressure levels. With multistage compressors, the mode amplitudes
may partially cancel out when their phase relationship is favourably inline with modes from
other stages. The phase relation of modes can be altered by clocking or indexing, i.e. circum-
ferentially revolving, the downstream stator with respect to the upstream stator, as shown
in Fig. 1. The idea of clocking for acoustic noise reduction is dated back to 1972, when
Walker and Oliver7 experimentally revealed that two sets of wakes can mutually cancel the
greater part of the velocity defect at certain points, and thus reduce noise. Later, Schmidt
and Okiishi8 reported that the level of discrete frequency noise in the area upstream of the
first stator could be varied appreciably by the relative circumferential positioning of sta-
tionary vanes. More recently, Kovalev et al.9 presented experimental results of a 1.5 stage
compressor, testifying that clocking may be used to attenuate tonal noise. For a transonic
axial multi-stage fan, Kamiyoshi and Kaji10 demonstrated analytically that acoustic waves
can cancel partially out reproducing their earlier experimental clocking observations,11 where
noise reduction up to 16.8 dB could be achieved.
The effect of clocking on the axial compressor performance has been investigated by many
research groups. Among the first were Barankiewicz and Hathaway12 studying experimen-
tally a low-pressure 4.5-stage axial compressor. They showed insignificant impact of clocking
on the overall efficiency (less than 0.2% at both, peak efficiency and peak pressure operating
conditions), which was rather attributed to measurements and experimental setup uncertain-
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ties. That the relation of clocking position and efficiency has a sinusoidal shape with typical
variations within the range of 0.2 up to 2.7%,13–15 is nowadays commonly accepted.16–18
However, controversial findings have been reported regarding the optimal impingement loca-
tion of the upstream stator wake on the downstream stator vane to maximise efficiency. For
example, Gundy-Burlet et al.19 and Dorney et al.17 concluded that the optimal combination
of high efficiency occurred when the upstream stator wake was convected along the pressure
surface of the downstream stator. On the contrary, He et al.,20 Hongyan et al.,16 Key et al.,18
and Fruth et al.21 observed maximum efficiency when the first stage/rotor wakes impinge
on the leading edges of the second-stage rotor/stator, respectively. Städing et al.15 found
best performance when the upstream rotor or stator wakes propagate near mid-passage of
the clocked blade row. Fruth et al.21 highlight the fact that the wake impingement location
is not a trivial criteria, as wake impingement on a twisted blade might occur at different
relative locations over the span.
Summarising, clocking has been found to be an effective noise reduction technique in axial
compressors, while observations were predominantly empirical. Numerically inexpensive
approaches are required to predict the near field sound pressure levels for novel acoustic
liner and low-noise compressor design. Within the present work, we investigate the impact
of stator clocking on the acoustic near field on the Variable Inlet Guide Vane (VIGV) casing.
Therefore, high fidelity calculations are employed to parametrically simulate the unsteady
flow in a 1.5-stage compressor for different clocking configurations. The circumferential mode
amplitudes are compared for the blade passing frequency and its first two harmonics showing
the consequence for the far field noise. The clocking sensitivity on the wave pattern in the
near field is revealed using Fourier decomposition, which is of interest for the application of
acoustic liners. Finally, low-order modelling is utilised to predict these sound pressure maps
revealing promising qualities as a future design tool.
II. Methodology
In this section, the numerical approaches, i.e. high fidelity and low-order methods, are
described. The geometry under investigation consists of a realistic one-and-a-half stage com-
pressor (i.e. VIGV/rotor/stator) with engine representative blade profiles, axial blade row
gaps, and a typical S-duct upstream of the VIGV’s. The number of VIGV’s and downstream
stators are identical (NV IGV = NS = 40), whereas the rotor blade count is (NR = 32). These
numbers, with a common denominator of blade counts, allow a domain reduction to 1/8th
of the full annulus configuration (i.e. 5 VIGVs, 4 rotors, and 5 stators).
II.A. High-fidelity flow simulations
The strategy used to predict the VIGV/rotor/stator interaction tone noise is based on high
fidelity, time-accurate simulation of the Navier-Stokes equations using the Rolls-Royce code
HYDRA.22 The main advantage of such approaches is their ability to handle multi-frequency
sources in one single simulation, while taking into account non-linear phenomena. The
calculations are carried out in the relative reference frame of each blade row, and sliding
planes are employed at the VIGV/rotor and the rotor/stator interfaces.
The dual time-stepping technique was used for time marching. A single rotor passing
period, based on 1/8th of the annulus geometry, has been resolved with 1920 time-steps
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(i.e. 60 per rotor passage). This is sufficient to distinguish frequencies corresponding to
VIGV/rotor and rotor/stator interaction in the relative frame of reference. Each outer time-
step demanded on average 4 to 6 inner iterations to reach a drop in the residual by three
orders of magnitude. The simulation was run for 5 to 6 complete periods on the Cambridge
University High Performance Computing Cluster using 512 cores. The Spalart-Allmaras
turbulence model was employed in all calculations.
The flow field was initialised with converged solutions of single blade passage steady-state
Reynolds-Averaged Navier Stokes (RANS) calculations. For the steady-state simulations, the
interfaces between the blade rows were treated as mixing planes.
After converging the unsteady simulation to the desired operating point with sliding
planes and the 1/8th of the full annulus domain, the Fourier coefficients for the blade passing
frequency and its first two harmonics have been extracted. These are computed internally
using the full temporal and spatial resolution of the calculation over one additional full
revolution run. The sound pressure is then extracted to quantify the acoustic noise level.
II.A.1. Case setup, numerical mesh, quality criteria, operating and boundary conditions
The computational domain is outlined in Fig. 2. Several stator clocking positions have been
simulated. However, only three clocking position cases are shown here, 0%, 25%, and 50%
as well as a fourth case in which the downstream stator is not present. All the other cases
follow the presented trends. (Zero percent clocking refers to the scenario when the wake of the
VIGVs impinges the leading edges of the downstream stators.) A parallel annulus section was
attached upstream of the S-duct. In addition, the stator domain was extruded downstream
as shown in Fig. 2. These two parallel-annulus sections were added to the computational
domain to incorporate two mesh regions: I) a fine grid region able to resolve frequencies up
to the second harmonic of the blade passing frequency at the rotor’s specific speed and II) a
buffer-sponge zone region designed to minimise any artificial numerical reflections originating
from the inlet and exit boundary. To maintain the correct inflow characteristics, the hub
and casing walls of the inlet buffer-sponge zone are set to be inviscid.
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Figure 2. Meridional profile sketch of the computational domain indicating the fine (I) and buffer-sponge (II)
mesh regions.
The inlet boundary is treated as non-reflecting subsonic inflow, while the exit boundary
is handled as a non-reflecting radial equilibrium outflow. The required exit flow function at
the rotor exit is achieved by adjusting the exit static pressure profile, which sets the required
pressure ratio (pout/pin). All cases were converged to the same operating point, which is a
typical high-power approach certification condition.23 The inflow profiles correspond to the
discharge angles of the swirl vanes. The rotor speed is 92.16% of the corrected design speed.
The VIGV/rotor interaction noise can include frequencies up to three times the blade
passing frequency. This results in short acoustic wavelengths, which require sufficient nodal
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density to be resolved. The grid quality was ensured by allocating 20 to 30 grid points per
theoretical acoustic wavelength, where the acoustic wavelengths were calculated as presented
in Section II.B. The main mesh criterion for the span-wise direction was to resolve the
boundary layer adequately, since the radial component of the acoustic mode tends to have
larger wavelengths. Hence, fewer nodes would be necessary only satisfying the recommended
number of grid points per acoustic wavelength.
All computational domains were meshed using the Rolls-Royce mesh generation tool,
PADRAM.24 A block-structured grid topology was used, i.e. an H-O-H topology with a
body-fitted O-mesh around the rotor blades and stator vanes to achieve y+ values less than
unity. Adequate span-wise mesh layers are added within the tip gap (whose size is 0.11% of
the span) using the butterfly-mesh technique to enhance the local quality of the mesh. The
mesh was conformally matched at the VIGV/rotor and rotor/stator interfaces (i.e. mixing
and sliding plane). The computational domain was discretised with approximately 9 million
cells for a single VIGV passage, 5.4 million cells for a single rotor passage and 8 million cells
for a single stator passage. Hence, approximately 106.7 million cells are required for the
1/8th of the full annulus configuration.
II.B. Low-order representation
To extract the acoustic wave directionality of individual modes from the three-dimensional
flow solution is a challenge.25,26 Likewise, low-order models can be utilised to predict the
individual directivity of the circumferential modes emitted by the rotor/stator interaction.
Such formulations can be obtained from the linearised Navier-Stokes equationsa, which are
valid for small perturbation amplitudes. With the energy, mass, and momentum conservation
equations, the dispersion relation for acoustic pressure waves, p′, can be derived in the
cylindrical coordinate system, i.e. x, r, θ,
∂2p′
∂x2
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∂θ2
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p′
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∂
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∂
∂x
+
vθ
r
∂
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where vx and vθ are the axial and azimuthal velocities respectively, and a is the local speed
of sound. Substituting solutions of the form p′ = f(x) eiωt+imθθ into Eq. 1 gives,(
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The angular frequency, ω, is mθNRΩ and mθ is the circumferential harmonic of distortion.
The two roots of this equation are the axial wavenumbers, kx(1,2),
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representing solutions of the form eikxx. If
(
ωr
a
+mθ
vθ
a
)2 ≥ m2θ (1− (vxa )2), the axial
wavenumbers remain solely real valued and are thus cut-on. Axial wavenumbers with imag-
inary components are cut-off and consequently not propagating. With the solution of the
aHence, the flow variables are decomposed into a mean and fluctuation components, where the fluctuations
are labelled by a prime.
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form, eiωt+ikx(1,2)x+imθθ, the inclination angle of the waves can be calculated by tan (α) =
kx(1,2)r
mθ
. Further, the dispersion relation, Eq. 1, can be rewritten as,(ωr
a
+ rkx(1,2)
vx
a
+mθ
vθ
a
)2
= r2k2x(1,2) +m
2
θ . (3)
Thereby, the inclination angle of all upstream propagating waves can be predicted. However,
their amplitudes need to be extracted from the high fidelity simulations, if sound pressure
level maps are desired. Noteworthy is that this estimation does not consider the phase
relation between modes.
III. Results
Clocking affects both principal acoustic noise generation mechanisms of blade row inter-
action. Firstly, the wake of the upstream stators convects through the downstream stator
vanes at different locations. This can be observed in terms of entropy contours in Fig. 3.
Amplified entropy contours can be noted, which impinge on the downstream stator leading
edge for the 0% clocked configuration and evolves approximately at mid-passage for the 50%
clocked configuration. Cyclic flow separation, due to alteration of flow incidence angles by
the upstream stator wake, on the downstream stator cannot be observed. Also the impact on
the wake width of the downstream stator is marginal. Noteworthy is that the entropy con-
tours exhibit negligible variations. Thus, the compressor performance differs insignificantly
(less than 0.02%) between the investigated configurations.
Secondly, via their blockage, blades generate a potential pressure field, which interacts
the neighbouring pressure field due to the spinning of the rotor. Thereby, acoustic noise
is generated. Figure 4 shows that the hydrodynamic pressures remain at similar overall
amplitudes for the different clocking configurations. Nonetheless, significant blade-to-blade
loading variations can be observed at the downstream stator, which occur phase shifted due
to clocking. Such alterations reproduce at the blade tip and influence the potential pressure
∆
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Figure 3. The entropy contours on the 95% span illustrate the instantaneous wake pattern for the different
stator clocking configurations. (Differences can be only observed in the downstream stator vanes, due to the
convective nature of entropy.) A white dashed line indicates the wake induced by the upstream stator.
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Figure 4. The static pressure contours on the 95% span show the instantaneous potential field interaction for
the different stator clocking configurations.
field. With the rotor interaction, the acoustic wave generation and reflection behaviour is
influenced and passed on to the VIGV’s. Figure 4 indicates that the hydrodynamic pressure
distributions at the VIGV are only moderately altered.
III.A. Acoustic noise
For acoustic noise considerations, the pressure waves propagating upstream are of interest,
which exhibit smaller amplitudes than the hydrodynamic pressure fluctuations discussed in
the prior section. The sound pressure levels radiated upstream, in terms of the Tyler and
Sofrin5 modes, are illustrated in Fig. 5 for the blade passing frequency and its first two
harmonics. Only a few circumferential modes (being cut-on) govern the far field tonalities
exhibiting at least 10 dB higher magnitudes as the cut-off modes.
Comparing the relative mode amplitudes between clocking configurations shown in Fig. 5,
minor variations (< 2dB) can be observed for the cut-on modes at the blade passing fre-
quency and its first harmonic. However, for the second harmonic, stator clocking has higher
impact (up to 10 dB) on the cut-on mode amplitudes. Also for cut-off (higher interaction
order) modes, the respective stator location is significant.
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Figure 5. Calculated sound pressure levels of the circumferential modes for the different stator clocking
configurations. The cut-off criteria is indicated by the grey shaded areas.
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Figure 6. For the blade passing frequency and the first two harmonics, the sound pressure level contours are
shown on the VIGV casing (for location orientation see Fig. 2).
Upstream of the VIGV’s, the tonal sound pressure contours reveal the interference pattern
provoked by the acoustic modes, which are show in Fig. 6 and Fig. 7, respectively for selected
clocking configurations. The complex interplay of pressure waves exhibits regions where the
amplitudes fade, which is a clear indication of wave interference. (Rather large blurred
areas are visible for the configuration without downstream stator at 2 and 3 times the blade
passing frequency in Fig. 7.) These interference patterns cause elaborate sound pressure
level contours, which should be considered for optimal design of acoustic liners in the near
field. Locations, where high sound pressure levels occur, are preferred for the application
of Helmholtz resonators, because their efficiency is better with higher pressure fluctuations.
In contrast, areas with low sound pressure levels are favourably used for other frequencies.
Thus, plotting an overlay can give a simple indicator for which frequency the Helmholtz
resonators shall be designed in a certain area.
Clear trends of sound pressure contours can be observed comparing the clocked config-
urations. The interference amplifies, decays, or shifts to another pattern, which indicates
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Figure 7. For the blade passing frequency and the first two harmonics, the instantaneaus pressure fluctuations
are shown on the VIGV casing.
that the phase of certain modes is altered with stator clocking. Note that Fig. 5 showed
minor changes in the mode amplitudes for different cases. The configuration without down-
stream stator provokes sound pressure level contours with similarities to the 50% clocking
configuration.
III.B. Low-order modelling
Although having the full data available of the high fidelity simulations, it remains challenging
to interpret the flow field. Low-order methods allow additional investigation of the acoustic
field by analysing the individual circumferential modes, while their superposition represents
the full sound pressure levels. Figure 7 shows that low-order models can predict accurately
the inclination angle of the pressure waves and cut-off behaviour corresponding to particular
modes. Their combination leads to a reasonable estimation of the sound pressure levels
upstream of the VIGV’s, as shown in Fig. 6. (The amplitudes of the modes are extracted from
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Figure 8. Effect of phase lag adjustment in the low-order model for selected modes on the sound pressure
level contours (left) and the instantaneous pressure fluctuations (right).
the high fidelity simulations, where a phase shift has been neglected.) It may be highlighted
that a complete match is not expected, because the sound pressure level contours are plotted
on the VIGV casing and at constant radius for the high fidelity and low-order calculations,
respectively. Further, the low-order model does not consider a respective phase shift of the
modes. By adjusting the phase component of particular modes, the sound pressure level
contours can be matched better to particular stator clocking configurations.
At least four modes were required to reasonably reconstruct the sound pressure levels for
the blade passing frequency at the VIGV casing. Solely one mode, i.e. mθ = −8, is cut-on.
(Note that a single acoustic wave would cause a smooth sound pressure level distribution
on the VIGV casing.) The modes, mθ = −48 and mθ = 32, are cut-off, but contribute
significantly in the near field. Their presence is indicated in Fig. 6 by the inclined sound
pressure level amplification pattern dying out slightly upstream of the S-duct. Interesting to
observe is the vertical sound pressure level interference pattern becoming only apparent for
the blade passing frequency. This can only be generated via the interaction of downstream
travelling waves. With this indication, the occurrence of reflections has been detected at
the bottom wall of the S-duct in the high fidelity simulations. This reflected wave has been
modelled with an elongated wavelength (accordingly to the smooth bend of the S-duct) and
an eight times reduced amplitude with respect to the radiated mode amplitude.
To predict the sound pressure level contours for the higher harmonics illustrated in Fig. 6,
all modes displayed in Fig. 5 have been conjoined. The computation using the low-order
model took few milliseconds. Although, the inter-phase lag between modes can be adjusted
to obtain better comparison to particular cases (as shown in Fig. 8), the effect of duct
curvature is evidently distorting the wave propagation.
IV. Conclusions
The influence of stator clocking on the acoustic signature of a typical one-and-a-half stage
axial high-pressure compressor has been investigated. Employing high fidelity numerical
simulations, the acoustic noise source generation mechanisms of rotor/stator interaction
have been analysed.
Stator clocking was observed to have negligible impact of the compressor efficiency (<
0.02% and is in accordance with literature) and tonal acoustic noise levels, in terms of cut-
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on modes, received in the far field. The 10 dB higher amplitudes of the cut-on Tyler and
Sofrin modes suggested dominance over the cut-off modes. In the near field, the Fourier
filtered wave pattern at the blade passing frequency and its first two harmonics showed
that the amplitudes evolved different when the clocking position is varied and that cut-
off modes influence the acoustic pressure fluctuations. The sound pressure level contours
(manifested as elaborate interference pattern on the compressor casing) exhibited significant
transformations and the nodal location changed. Such sound pressure contour maps can be
used for optimal design of acoustic liners in the near field of the blades, where Helmholtz
resonators should be positioned at high sound pressure levels to maximise their efficiency.
A simplistic low-order model was used to estimate the wave propagation direction of
particular acoustic modes. The comparison between high fidelity and low-order simulation
results revealed that this can be achieved with satisfactory agreement, which further rep-
resents a verification of the high fidelity simulation results. Further, the cut-off criteria for
the circumferential modes was predicted in accordance with the high fidelity results. It was
shown that cut-off modes need to be considered to predict the sound pressure levels in the
near field, because these contribute significantly to the shape of the interference pattern.
Hence, cut-off modes need to be considered designing acoustic liners close to blade rows.
Applying the mode amplitudes from the high fidelity calculations in the low-order model,
the interference pattern of the sound pressure levels in the near field were accurately esti-
mated, although duct curvature was not considered. Together with its computational effi-
ciency, the low-order model revealed promising capabilities as future design tool. Nonethe-
less, the absence of phase information in the low-order formulation challenges the predictive
capacities with many modes interacting. It has been shown that the match with simulation
results can be improved by adapting this relative phase shift between modes. These observed
limitations of the low-order model suggest that further development is needed.
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